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“Stream”
“Stormwater Management”
Stewardship
Dumping Rocks in the Stream
Stewardship?
Fix that ditch!
Found the stream . . .
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Appleton’s Appreciation
Kaplan’s Coherence
Nassauer’s Contained Messy Ecosystem
Humans love crisp edges
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Habitat Potential
Pirate’s favorite movie?

• “3-R framework of

• **Representation** (genetic, life history, and geographic diversity),

• **Resilience** (large populations and large habitat patches), and

• **Redundancy** (multiple populations within geographic units) (Shaffer and Stein 2000).”
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Sign: “No Access”?
Recreation
Access and Vegetation
User access
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Indirect Education
Direct Education
Seasonality
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Messy and works well